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WARM-UP
1. In your life experiences, have you had someone(s) who has been a mentor to you in a way that was incredibly 

valuable? Was it a Christian context or otherwise? If so, describe the nature of your relationship, and where, why, 
and how this person(s) was such an influence on you. If it was a Christian context, what difference did that make 
in your relationship and the results?

DIGGING DEEPER
Today, Pastor Connor continues his preaching series on the New Testament Book, The Acts of the Apostles.  

The focus for today is the lives and interactions of three believers who are ‘on mission’ alongside of Paul, and 
the ways that they interacted with each other. This part of the story occurs at the end of the Paul’s second 

missionary journey and the beginning of his third journey. Let’s see how these four followers of Jesus interacted 
and strengthened ‘one another’ in their lives and times together, and what this means for us today as we ‘minister’ 

alongside one another at EAC.

MINISTRY ‘DREAM TEAM’ – Read: Acts 18:1-3; 18:18-19; Romans 16:3-5a;  
1 Corinthians 16:19; 2 Timothy 4:19 

2. In this part of the story of Acts, we meet Priscilla and Aquila – as Connor said, “the ministry dream team”. From 
these passages, what do we know and understand about these two people, and how did Paul come to know 
them? What did Connor point out about their keys to effective ministry?

3. Can you think of people you know that are like Priscilla and Aquila – a married couple on mission for Jesus – 
could be someone you know personally, or from afar? How would you describe these folks? What parallels do 
they have in common with Priscilla and Aquila? Why is this significant for the ‘body of Christ’?

  
HEROES AND GUIDES – Read: Acts 18:24-26 

4. Connor shared a notion from author and storyteller, Donald Miller – that most stories have four main characters – 
victims, villains, heroes, and guides? We know pretty clearly what the first two mean, but what about ‘heroes and 
guides’? And is there a connection between these two (Connor gave us several fictional examples)? He went on 
to say that very often, “the guides make the heroes success possible.” What does he mean by this and why is 
this significant? Connor also suggested that in a Christian context, really only two options are open to us – what 
are they, and why?

5. So, what does this Acts 18 passage tell us about these three believers of Jesus? And how did Connor describe 
Apollos? Who is the hero? And who are the guides? How and why?



6. So, what was the key point about Priscilla and Aquila’s interaction with Apollos in terms of the ‘hero’ role and the 
‘guide’ role? And why is this important for a body of believers, even today?

7. Connor contrasted the important difference between ‘guide’ and ‘critic’ – he said, “be a guide, not a critic”. He 
said that to distinguish between the two, we need to see three questions answered – Where? Why? And How? 
The guide counsels in private, with a genuine desire to help, with a humble, loving, caring admonishment, with a 
tone of kindness. A critic, on the other hand, chastises in public (think social media today), focused on themselves 
rather than those needing help, with an attitude of pride and antagonism, and a tone of harshness. Are these 
differences clear and meaningful in the life of a believer? How so?         

PASSING THE BATON – Read: 2 Timothy 2:1-7; 22-26; 3:10-17

8. What do these passages from Paul’s second letter to his protégé Timothy say about the notion of ‘guideship’ and 
preparing future heroes? Do you see that the notion of heroes and guides is not a static point in time, but rather 
an ongoing process of ‘passing the baton’? What might we call this in our Christian faith and journey as a body 
of believers at EAC? What do we do at EAC to help facilitate this?  

9. Connor closed with a question for each of us – Where in your life is God calling you to be ‘on the field’ and ‘in the 
game’ (not just an observer or fan on the sidelines)? As a hero? As a guide? As both? How so? And, what are 
doing about this call or ‘nudge’? As Connor suggested, “we need to take the first step” – we could also say, ‘be 
proactive!’ – what would we mean by this? In the life of a believer, how does this happen, who does it, and why 
is this significant?

PRAYER
As you consider Pastor Connor’s message today, take his final question to us seriously as you come to God in 

prayer – ask Him to show you, to lead you, and to equip you, through the Holy Spirit, to be what He wants you to 
be, for His Kingdom – a hero, a guide, or both. Remember that we must take a step of faith (trust) towards Him and 
grasp His outreached hand to embrace His Will and Plan for our lives. Pray that He would reveal this more clearly 
now than ever before and pray for the Holy Spirit to lead you in the directions He is calling you. And, as always, 

pray that the Holy Spirit would give you ears to hear, eyes to see, and hearts to respond to His call to you, in order 
to be His hands, feet and heart in this world.

In case you missed the service, here are the EAC, Facebook, and YouTube links:
edgewateralliance.org/watch-now
facebook.com/edgewateralliance/

youtube.com/channel/UCWvQTWUv1FD_qsUJUZn93kw

http://edgewateralliance.org/watch-now
https://www.facebook.com/edgewateralliance/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWvQTWUv1FD_qsUJUZn93kw

